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How to Make a Bow and Arrow--10 Steps Only

by howtomakeabow

Making a bow and arrow is not di cult, all you need is patience and focusing on the work.

I divide the course into 2 parts, i.e, making a bow and making an arrow.

Let’s get started now.

How to make a bow and arrow

Part 1. How to make a bow.

Here I would like to share the way fo make a simple Glass Fiber Bow.
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Step 1: Step 1--Get a Wood

Step 2: Step 2--Cutting the Wood

Get a wood and plane the surface rst. Then Outline the Bow Shaft and Tip.

Cut the wood according to the outline, after cutting them out, polish the surface.
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Step 3: Step 3-Arrange the Material to Make a Bow

Material List:Material List:

Glass Fiber Sheet;

Wooden Bow Tip&Shaft;

AB Glue(or Epoxy Resin);

Nylon;

Cowhide;

Protective glove ( you don’t want the glass ber to hurt your hand, right? ) ;

G Clamp;

Half Round File and Broach File(optional).
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Step 4: Step 4--Polish the Bow Tip and Shaft for 2 Rounds

In the rst round, use 400 Grit Sandpaper to mill o  the edges and corners, especially the on the String Groove.
In the second round, use 2000 Grit Sandpaper to make the Bonding Area of Wood and Glass Fiber rough ( in order to
make them bond more rm by AB Glue ).
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Step 5: Step 5--Glue the Bow Tip and Shaft Onto the Glass Fiber Sheet

Use AB Glue to bond the bow tip to the glass ber sheet, and then wrap it rmly by bandages and wires, and then wait
12 hours to let the glue show its bonding power.

Then unwrap the wires and bandage, polish the bonding area. Spray some water to the File to avoid lots of dust during
polishment. After polishment, wash the bonding area by water.
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Step 6: Step 6--Glue the Bow Shaft to the Glass Fiber Sheet.

Use the above mentioned method to glue the Bow Shaft to the Glass Fiber Sheet.
Notice:

A. Find out the Centre Point of the Bow by measure rst, then use G Clamp to x the boding area.
B. Wait 24 hours after glue, otherwise the Glass Fiber Sheet and Wooden Shaft will easily get apart.
C. You can use some shim to protect the Glass Fiber Sheet.
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Step 7: Step 7--Wrap

Wrap the cowhide rst, then wrap the Nylon and Twine
(nylone for xing the cowhide, Twine just for making the bow seems more traditional).
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Step 8: Step 8--Paint

Paint the wood until it will not absorb the paint oil anymore.
For this bow, I use Edible Oil as it’s easy to get for everyone.
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Step 9: Step 9--Draw the String--The Final Step

I bought a nished string from the market because it seems just a waste of time for making string by myself.
( You can make a string by yourself, it’s also easy )
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Step 10: Final Result

That's it.

It only will need 2~3 days for making a similar bow.
It’s a Simple Bow for practice purpose, its Draw Weight is about 35 lbs.
I can make the draw weight to 50lbs or above, however it will high standard Glass Fiber Sheet,which means more costs.
As this is just a sample case, I choose material with lowest cost.The total cost of materials I spent on is about US$50.

For more hand made bow, you can visit my website.

This bow is kind of composite bow, not like English longbow.
I'm also wondering who will win if a Chinese Composite Bow VS a English Longbow. ? :-)
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1. I don't think that's safe, what with no arrow rest, or teaching people how to make an arm guard
or finger tab, you can get a serious cut or scrape.
2. You can't just glue pieces together and expect the bow not to break when you draw and
release.
3. That string has lost its twist and will snap if you shoot with it, so now you have to retwist it and
wax it with a piece of leather.

Agreed

i don't know, seems totally fine to me. arrow rests are nice but not really nessisary.

U Dont know... The actual joy is there without the arrow resting place.. Lol �.. With all those if u hit
a goal, it is not the perfect skill...

Good day! This is perfectly safe and construction is one-on-one for most of the AliExpress cheap
side Manchu bows. I just stumbled upon this tutorial to reconstruct my cheap-ass AliExpress bow,
to make sure, which kind of glue to use. My cheapo was glued so poorly that I just had to re-glue
siyah (they call those wooden tips that way) and now it looks exactly like one that's built here. 
Most of asian and middle-east bows are shot without the shelf, using thumbdraw, keeping arrow
on the right side and using technique called khatra, which avoids string slap and also makes sure
that arrow is clear from thumbsupport before fletchings hit your thumb. All of that is totally
different from european (or mediterranian) style of archery, so better do some research before
commenting. Check for Armin Himer videos in the Youtube, if you want to know some more.
Cheers!
And, of course, thanks for the excellent tutorial! Only please add some measures and patterns for
handle and siyah. 
Here are some images from my rebuild process.

1. There are lots of bows that do not have a shelf or arrow rest. This style of bow is often made
and shot without rests. While some people will use shooting hand gloves or guards, arm guards,
and finger tabs, gloves, or thumb rings/pads, not everyone does. Saying this bow isn't safe is like
somebody showing how to make a bicycle and then saying the Instructable is not safe because
they also don't show how to make a helmet and pads.

2. Most laminated bows are only held together with glue. There are few traditonal bows aside
from takedowns that have mechanical fasteners as well. Some makers of bows similar to this
instructable use screws or bolts along with glue, but it can be argued that these cause more
problems than they help. Plus this bow isn't just glued, the nylon string is actually helping to keep
the bow together where the joints could be stressed. A bow like this could be held together
without glue if it's wrapped tight enough with a strong cord.

3. That string, which is pretty typical of what you'll find for fiberglass limb bows made in China, is
fine as is. They are made of a long looped strand of a pretty coarse twine, probably polyester or
Dacron. They don't need to be twisted, and work better if they aren't. Plus if you don't have to
twist the string on a bow with siyahs (the glued on wooden tips), it's better not too. Having a really
twisted string can actually cause siyah twist or misalignment over time.

Well said Forest bowyer.

Olá.
Link para download PDF não funcina.
Por favor enviar arquivo mariano.roberto@ymail.com
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are there any specific dimensions. or photos with a ruler. maybe template for wood pieces? I
would be nice if there was a little more than here are all the pieces , put them together.
Instructables usually have a few more ......instructions.

yes, I just make a draw for the wood tips and grips. contact me and i would like to send you

Hi, would you please send the dimensions and glue type for me, its so useful thanks.
geonav.had@gmail.com

Do you have any idea where I can buy this like from Amazon? Could you send me a link?

How much did it cost to make one of this ?

Then it easy for me to buy the material.

Goodnight .
Could you please share the measurements of the bow you published?

Goodnight .
Could you please share the measurements of the bow you published?

Nice basic instructable, but would like to know where to get the fiberglass and specifically what
kind of epoxy to use (there are LOTS of epoxies out there). Could also use a template for the
wood parts. Thanks!

Please, can you send me the dimensinons of the shaft and the tip at lenka.jaira@gmail.com ? I
realy love this instructable! ;)

Fiberglass is available but for making shades and windows doors etc how much thick to use? Any
one!

Hello, how is it going, I am a long time looking for information on how to do this bow, but I do not
find information, it is very scarce, so I saw your post and found it very interesting, but it has no
measurements if you can say thank you.

i recently made a Native american style bow out of a maple branch that i cut down and it is
powerful i just need to make some arrows for it could ya help me out?

looks like a mongolian bow

Can you send me the dimensinons of the shaft and the tip please at christian@auinger.cc ?

Dear do u cant share me dimenstion chinese qing bow shaft and tip draw for refetence.to
sunherra09@gmaildotcom

Get a wood. LOL.

Hey can I get a more detailed tutorial please? I'm not sure how to pm on this app... Haha thank
you :)

I don't need it to shoot. I'm making a cosplay. I was wondering if you need the fiber glass then or
if the wood would be fine? Is the fiber glass pure for shooting it?

For cosplay, wood is ok of course, just make sure the wood you choose fit for making bow and
not get cracked when string.

P.S: Use pure wood to make a traditional bow is more complicated and time consuming.
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you say how to make bow and 'arrows' yet there is no arrows in this instruction. . .

"how to make arrows" is in another post

You can buy these things at home depot or something.

Where did you purchase your fiberglass

anything on a pattern?

ThinkTankRepair Matthew Lane Tripp on Facebook

For those of you who've made it, where did you get the fiberglass? I've tried searching around
but haven't had much success. I've heard

http://www.binghamprojects.com/

or http://www.3riversarchery.com/Index.asp

may have stuff but am not sure. Thanks!

Fiberglass sheets & resin can be purchased at pretty much every hardware store & auto parts
store in the United States. Below are some quick links to Home Depot, Lowes, Autozone & Pep
Boys. Its even for sale at my local Walmart.

http://www.homedepot.com/s/fiberglass+resin?NCNI-5

http://www.lowes.com/Search=fiberglass+resin?storeId=10151&langId=-
1&catalogId=10051&N=0&newSearch=true&Ntt=fiberglass+resin#!

http://www.autozone.com/sandpaper-and-body-repair-tools/fiberglass-material?
filterByKeyWord=fiberglass+kits&fromString=search

http://www.pepboys.com/search/?term=fiberglass&omniEvars=fiberglass&omniEvent=event1

have fun!

u can get it on any hardware shop easily

Which hardware shops? I looked around a bunch of shops and the closest I got was "why don't
you try a ship building shop."

sweet!

dimensions of any kind would have been useful. even a ruler layed down next to the materials
would make it easier to use. not to mention a more specific materials list.

what are the sizes of the wooden pieces ?

Do you have a diagram to cut it ?

WHERE IS THE ARROW???!!!!!

In another Instructable

Whats the length of the fibreglass bar?

Here's what I found for the fiberglass.

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B001HBKFKG/ref=wl_it_dp_o_pC_S_ttl?
_encoding=UTF8&colid=2Z2GNMIBQSP68&coliid=I1HHY8B1YMZLJ4&psc=1

Awesome, thanks mates. Do you think it will be right for this project?
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Personally, I think this will work for the project. I linked to the 8 foot piece, as you could get 2
bows out of it. In one of the comments, the author gave the dimensions, in millimeters, for the
piece of fiberglass.

With that stated, though, I am not going to make any guarantees as I haven't tried yet. These
fiberglass battens are designed to be put under tension. Each end is put into a slot in order to
make a "bow" that holds up a tarp that is put over a boat during winter. This means that they are
also designed to take a certain amount of weight from snow. They are strong and flexible.

Sure, I will try it out when i gain sufficient funds to try it out.

Hi. I am planning to make one of these bows but i unfortunately do not obtain any fibreglass
sheet. Would it be possible to make a bow with a similar design and poundage without it?

Hello, if you have interest in making a PVC take down bow, pls send me a private message, I
would like to share a copy of ebook about this to you
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